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Data Quality Worth Sharing

The AmpFlSTR® NGM™ and NGM SElect™ 

PCR Amplification Kits represent a 

breakthrough in forensic DNA analysis 

technology. Leveraging recent advances in 

Applied Biosystems amplification 

chemistry development, these kits have 

been designed specifically to address the 

twin requirements stipulated by the 

European Network of Forensic Science 

Institutes (ENFSI) and European DNA 

Profiling Group (EDNAP) for chemistries 

that can deliver a powerful level of 

discrimination and unparalleled data 

quality to support cross-border data 

sharing initiatives. The NGM™ kit amplifies 

simultaneously the 11 SGM Plus® kit loci 

(D3S1358, vWA, D16S539, D2S1338, 

D8S1179, D21S11, D18S51, D19S433, 

TH01, FGA and Amelogenin),  

together with the 5 additional loci 
approved by the European Union Council 
for the expansion of the European 
Standard Set (D10S1248, D22S1045, 
D2S441, D1S1656 and D12S391). The 
NGM SElect™ kit provides a parallel 
option that amplifies the same expanded 
set of loci together with the highly 
discriminating SE33 locus.

ampflStr® nGm™ and nGm Select™ Pcr 
amplification Kits

• Next generation amplification 
chemistries including the 5 new loci 
from the expanded European Standard 
Set

• Enhanced sensitivity

• Unprecedented performance in the 
presence of inhibitors

• Increased ability to recover 
information from degraded samples

• Exceptional profile quality and clean 
baselines

• Maximized concordance with existing 
AmpFlSTR® kit data

• Single amplification solutions for high 
quality results from both database and 
casework samples

• Streamlined workflow with reduced 
amplification time and pre-formulated 
reaction mix

• Utility for complex kinship 
investigations, disaster victim 
identification and missing person 
cases



Configured for Success
The NGM™ and NGM SElect™ kits take 
advantage of Applied Biosystems 
demonstrated expertise in utilizing 5-dye 
chemistry and mobility-modifier 
technology to maximize the number of 
loci contained within a multiplex, while 
minimizing the size of the amplicons. 
This addresses simultaneously the 
requirements for overall discrimination 
power on database samples and 
performance on challenging casework 
samples. Three of the new loci (D10S1248, 
D22S1045 and D2S441) occupy the shortest 
position in each of three dye colors, 
maximizing the potential for data recovery 
from even the most degraded and 
compromised samples. The two remaining 
new loci are located in the middle range of 
the multiplex, and add significantly to the 
discriminating power of the system as a 
whole. 

The NGM™ and NGM SElect™ kits share 
identical locus configurations with the 
exception of the inclusion of the SE33 locus 
in the NGM SElect™ kit. Using primer 
sequences redesigned from the SEfiler 
Plus™ kit but optimized to maximize 
concordance, the new SE33 amplicon 
occupies the largest position in the PET® 
dye channel in the NGM SElect™ kit     
(Figure 2).

Powerful Discrimination
The combination of loci contained within 
the NGM™ and NGM SElect™ kits is 
designed to deliver the highest levels of 
discrimination compared to any previous 
AmpFlSTR® kit (Table 1). By concentrating 
the majority of the loci below 200 base 
pairs, a greater number of alleles can be 
recovered from challenging samples. This 
means that even partial profiles from highly 
degraded samples can generate a level of 
discrimination very similar to a full SGM 
Plus® kit profile. Additional discrimination 
power can also be achieved by using the 
MiniFiler™ kit as an adjunct to recover the 
longer loci that may fail to amplify in highly 
degraded samples. The powerful 
combination of the NGM™ or NGM SElect™ 
and MiniFiler™ kits enables maximum 
recovery of data from even the most 
degraded of samples.

Figure 1. An example of an NGM Select™ kit profile generated from 1 ng of Control DNA 007. the 
nGm™ and nGm Select™ kits have been optimized for a 1 ng input dna concentration at 29 cycles of 
amplification to maximize signal and locus and profile balance.   

Figure 2. Configuration of the NGM SElect™ kit. amplicon size ranges depicted indicate the run 
length on an applied Biosystems capillary electrophoresis platform, including the effect of the 
mobility modifiers used to optimize the spacing between loci, and prevent overlap of alleles 
between adjacent markers. the Se33 locus is included in the largest position in the red dye 
channel, and the majority of the most discriminating loci have been concentrated in the low 
molecular weight region (less than 200 base pairs).  the nGm™ kit shares the same configuration  
except for the absence of the Se33 locus.



Enhanced Sensitivity                                     
The proven utility of DNA in forensic 
investigations has driven laboratories to 
attempt the amplification of low amounts 
of DNA. The NGM™ and NGM SElect™ kits 
have been optimized for 29 cycles of PCR, 
which, when combined with the highly 
optimized reaction mix, maximizes the 
balance of the profile while enabling 
enhanced allele recovery at low input 
levels. The option of a 30 cycle 
amplification is also available for both kits. 
This provides laboratories with the 
flexibility to achieve optimum sensitivity 
and data quality depending on DNA input, 
while maintaining consistency for 
laboratories switching from a previous 
chemistry that uses up to 30 amplification 
cycles (e.g. the SEfiler Plus™ kit) (Figure 3).

Kit Configuration African American US Caucasian

Profiler Plus® Kit 1.48 x 10-11 1.04 x 10-8

SGM Plus® Kit 7.9 x 10-14 2.99 x 10-13

SEfiler Plus™ Kit	 6.47 x 10-15 7.46 x 10-14

Identifiler® Kit 1.31 x 10-18 5.01 x 10-18 

MiniFiler™ Kit 6.52 x 10-11  8.21 x 10-11

NGM™ Kit 4.61 x 10-20 2.21 x 10-19

NGM SElect™ Kit 1.75 x 10-21 4.01 x 10-21

NGM™/NGM SElect™ 
Kits  < 200bp 
(+D21S11)

8.75 x 10-13 2.64 x 10-12

Table 1. Comparison of Pi values of different AmpFlSTR® kit and locus configurations. the 
combination of loci in the nGm™ and nGm Select™ kits deliver the highest levels of discrimination 
(shown in yellow and green respectively). Highly degraded samples that yield results only for loci 
<200bp in length provide a level of discrimination (shown in blue) close to that possible from a 
full SGm Plus® kit profile.

Figure 3. An illustration of the difference in peak height generated for 125 pg of control DNA 007 amplified by the NGM SElect™ kit using 29 and 30 
cycles. data is shown broken out by dye label. increases in peak height of 30-50% may be expected when using 30 cycles therefore offscale data may 
be visible if using input amounts of 1 ng or greater. laboratories wishing to implement a 30 cycle protocol should determine the optimum input dna 
concentration appropriate for their anticipated sample types.
 



Maximum Performance on Inhibited 
Samples                                                       
Building on recent AmpFlSTR® kit 
developments such as the MiniFiler™ kit, 
the NGM™ and NGM SElect™ kits represent 
further major advances in amplification 
chemistry formulation. Containing our 
most powerful reaction mix to date, these 
kits are capable of recovering data from 
samples containing unprecedented levels 
of inhibitors (Figure 4). This increases the 
number of samples yielding a full profile 
at the first attempt.

Easy to Implement, Easy to Use                                                                
The NGM™ and NGM SElect™ kits offer 
laboratories a single kit solution that 
delivers high quality results for both 
database and casework samples. The 
workflow is very similar to other 
AmpFlSTR® kits, enabling forensic 
laboratories to streamline validation and 
implementation. The enzyme is now 
contained within the master mix, 
simplifying reaction set-up, and cycling 
times have been shortened by 
approximately one hour, allowing 
laboratories to achieve higher quality 
results more quickly. In addition, to help 
ensure compatibility with both manual and 
automated systems, the NGM™ and NGM 
SElect™ kits are available in two package 
sizes, the standard 200 reaction kit and a 
larger 1000 reaction kit. The larger 
package includes larger bottles to 
facilitate use on liquid handling platforms.

Exceptional Data Quality                                      
The NGM™ and NGM SElect™ kits have 
been developed according to Applied 
Biosystems stringent performance 
standards to provide gold standard data 
quality. Optimized as part of an integrated 
reagent, instrumentation, and software 
system, both kits offer maximum 
performance and efficiency on industry- 
standard capillary electrophoresis 
systems. A 1 ng input DNA 
recommendation maximizes heterozygote 
peak height balance within each profile, 
which allows laboratories to take full 
advantage of expert system analysis of 
database samples while increasing the 
level of confidence with which casework

data can be interpreted. Analysis of 
casework samples has been further 
enhanced through improvements in 
Applied Biosystems primer manufacturing 
techniques, which minimize the presence 
of dye-related artifacts that can interfere 
with data interpretation (Figure 5). 

Compatibility with Existing Databases 
Any new multiplex development must take 
into consideration the volume of data 
already stored on national databases with 
which any new data will be compared. 
Within Europe alone, over 6 million DNA 
profiles from both suspects and convicted 
offenders are stored on national 
databases, and much of this data has been 
generated using existing AmpFlSTR® kits

Figure 4. An illustration of the increased capability of the NGM™ and NGM SElect™ kits to 
amplify samples in the presence of very high levels of PCR inhibitors. in this example, the 
nGm Select™ kit is compared to the SGm Plus® and Sefiler Plus™ kits. the SGm Plus® kit was 
amplified for 28 cycles and the Sefiler Plus™ and nGm Select™ kits were amplified for 30 cycles. 
When challenged with significant amounts of humic acid, the next generation kits are able to 
obtain full profiles at levels of inhibition impossible to amplify successfully with any previous 
ampflStr® kit (nGm™ kit data not shown).

such as the SGM Plus®, Identifiler® and 
SEfiler Plus™ kits. To facilitate 
comparisons with this valuable data 
repository, the NGM™ and NGM SElect™ 
kits maintain identical primer sequences 
for STR loci common to other AmpFlSTR® 
kits, facilitating maximum concordance 
and simplifying data comparison. For the 
SE33 locus, even though the primers have 
been re-engineered to relocate the 
amplicon within the multiplex, the new 
primer sequences have been tested 
thoroughly to help ensure maximized 
concordance with existing data generated 
using the SEfiler Plus™ kit.



Utility for Specialized Applications           
The outstanding discrimination and 
robustness delivered by the NGM™ and 
NGM SElect™ kits provide additional utility 
for specialized human identification 
applications including:
      • Complex paternity/kinship cases

      • Missing persons cases

      • Disaster victim identification

The Power of Collaboration                       
The capabilities of the new AmpFlSTR® 
NGM™ and NGM SElect™ kits are a 
powerful testament to the benefits of 
collaboration. Since the initial publication 
of the recommendations on new loci in 
2005, Applied Biosystems has worked 
closely with laboratories within ENSFI and 
EDNAP to ensure delivery of chemistries 
with the capability to meet the 
requirements of the 21st century forensic

laboratory. Since the establishment of an 
initial prototype system in 2007, Applied 
Biosystems has partnered with the 
European forensic community to test and 
solicit feedback on the performance of the 
chemistry. This close relationship with 
operational forensic laboratories has	
enabled a more comprehensive 
assessment of the chemistry on a much 
wider range of samples than would have 
been possible without their assistance. 

Complete Validated Solution                           
Life Technologies offers a complete 
solution to help meet the needs of the 
Human Identification community. Our 
integrated Applied Biosystems HID 
workflow includes DNA extraction and 
quantification kits, a range of AmpFlSTR® 

STR kits, instrumentation, software, and. 
consumables. The NGM™ and NGM 
SElect™ kits are part of the most

Figure 5. A comparison of negative control reactions for four different AmpFlSTR® kits. the improved primer manufacturing 
process introduced for the nGm™ and nGm Select™ kits results in significantly cleaner baselines than for previous ampflStr® kits.

comprehensively validated system 
available for Human Identification.

Experience Matters                                       
Life Technologies is the only company in 
the world that designs and validates 
reagents, instruments, and data analysis 
software together as an integrated system 
for forensic DNA testing. Technical 
Service Scientists and Field Application 
Specialists are available to answer your 
technical questions, review data, and 
make recommendations on how to 
perform assays and troubleshoot results. 
Our team of forensic experts is also 
available to provide in-depth training and 
can support the planning and efficient 
execution of internal validation projects in 
your laboratory. All of these resources 
help ensure success when using Applied 
Biosystems Human Identification 
solutions in your laboratory.



International Sales 
For our office locations please call the division 
headquarters or refer to our Web site at 
http://www.lifetechnologies.com/about-life-technologies/contact-us.html

Headquarters 
5791 Van Allen Way | Carlsbad, CA 92008 USA  
Phone 760.123.4567 | Toll Free 800.123.4567                                                                       
www.lifetechnologies.com 
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Use of this product is covered by one or more US patent claims and patent claims outside the US. The purchase of this product includes a limited, non-transferable immunity from suit under the 
foregoing patent claims for using only this amount of product solely in forensic and paternity testing, including reporting results of purchaser’s activities for a fee or other commercial consideration, 
and also for the purchaser’s own internal research. No right under any other patent claim is conveyed expressly, by implication, or by estoppel. Further information on purchasing licenses may be 
obtained by contacting the Director of Licensing, Life Technologies, 850 Lincoln Centre Drive, Foster City, California 94404, USA.

Not for re-sale. The trademarks mentioned herein are the property of Life Technologies Corporation or their respective owners

© 2010, 2011 Life Technologies Corporation. All rights reserved. Printed in the USA. 04/2011 Publication CO15724  

During the development of products for forensic DNA analysis, Life Technologies performs developmental validation studies. However, it is the responsibility of customer to perform its own analysis 
and appropriate internal validation studies to ensure that the products and services it obtains from Life Technologies satisfy or will satisfy the applicable guidelines used by the forensic community 
and are fit for the customer’s human identification applications.  

Description                                  Quantity     P/N

AmpFlSTR® NGM™ PCR Amplification Kit                                   200 tests, 25 μL/test   4415020

AmpFlSTR® NGM™ PCR Amplification Kit                                   1000 tests, 25 μL/test   4415021

AmpFlSTR® NGM™ PCR Amplification Kit User Guide                          1 manual     4425511

GeneScan™ 500 LIZ™ Size Standard                                   800 reactions    4322682

AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ PCR Amplification Kit                                   200 tests     4457889                         

AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ PCR Amplification Kit                                   1000 tests     4457890 

AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ PCR Amplification Kit User Guide               1 manual                                                       4458841 

GeneScan™ 600 LIZ™ Size Standard v2.0                                                   800 reactions                        4408399

Matrix Standard Set DS-33 (6-FAM™, VIC®, NED™,                                  1 tube with 5 dyes                                                          4345833                                                      
PET®, LIZ® dyes) for use with 3100, 3100-Avant, 3130,                                                                                                                                                                               
3130xl and 3500 systems

Matrix Standard Set DS-33 (6-FAM™, VIC®, NED™,                                  1 tube with 5 dyes                                                          4318159                                                         
PET®, LIZ® dyes),  for use with 310 systems

Validation Support and Training for                                                                                                               Contact Sales Representative                                                       
AmpFlSTR® Kit Implementation

ORDERING INFORMATION

AmpFlSTR® NGM™ PCR Amplification Kit      
AmpFlSTR® NGM™ Master Mix (contains enzyme)

AmpFlSTR® NGM™ Primer Set    

AmpFlSTR® Control DNA 007    

AmpFlSTR® NGM™ Allelic Ladder    

AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ PCR Amplification Kit      
AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ Master Mix (contains enzyme)

AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ Primer Set    

AmpFlSTR® Control DNA 007    

AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ Allelic Ladder

KIT COMPONENTS 


